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A Vision on the Artificial Intelligence for 6G Communication
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unication network will be a sixth-sense next-generation communication network, which will increase the w
nt Internet of Things. With the advent of various fields of artificial intelligence, 6G will create enormous pos
entation of Human Intelligence, Internet of Everything, Quality of Experiences, Quality of Life, etc.
d 6G communication technology will completely change from connected things to connected intelligen

rizes the scope of artificial intelligence in making a revolutionized 6G communication technology. We direc
ng suitable applications that solve human needs and problems. Moreover, we develop such technology that c
technologies.

Communication, Artificial intelligence, Edge AI, Quality of Life, Quality of Experience, Cognitive intelli
Black-box, Data Science, Big Data, Unnamed Aerial Vehicles.

on

G communications and artificial intelligence can
w of our technological thinking aspects and rev-
modern lifestyle. Therefore, 6G communication
ll flourish in the future market of the 2030-2040
with many inventions, it will take decades to see
al dawn [3]. Many researchers have already il-
ositive and negative impacts of the new network

communication Technology will integrate with
ntelligence. In the 6G communication network,
igence will be an integral part of the communi-
s [4, 5]. In addition, it is expected to support
Reality (XR) and Augmented Reality (AR) [6].
ogies are sufficient to elevate the network sys-
level. In short, everything will be cloud-based

or instance, Edge Computing. The client does not
r or software installation or hardware implemen-
ires a fast internet connection. Cloud technology
l network connectivity and flexibility to provide a
driven ecosystem. With tremendous capacity and
latency, 6G will be able to handle extremely ex-

rk systems with extremely low latency, and power
7].
l telecommunications industry is undergoing an
transformation. With the help of a decentral-
ystem, it becomes more powerful. The evolving
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network system seeks seamless achievement for bette
broadband, ultra-reliable, low-latency communication
scale machine-type cross-connection [8]. Many of t
hardware can also handle a large amount of data in
Cellular wireless networks integrate innovative strateg
timize connectivity such as software-defined network
erogeneous networks, and virtualization [9]. AI-pow
work management to control the fast monitoring sys
plementing several cloud services, network virtualiza
other individual components could simplify some activ
it leads to more fragmentation in the long run and an
need to regulate tools. 6G will help us to build an
that advanced toolkit. Edge AI over management syste
handle the complex integration in a hierarchical order

6G communication is evolving the current comm
networking system smartly. Nayak & Patgiri [1, 2]
the diverse future possibilities of 6G application in va
mains, where 5G is the foundation for building the
eration of communication technology; for example, i
vehicles, Internet of Things, and savvy urban areas
though 5G has yet to be deployed worldwide and
rience at this time, researchers have turned their att
the 6G communication framework [11]. In addition
searchers have started working on integrating the 6G
nication networks with AI’s capabilities to provide u
and reliable communication. Thus, it is becoming the
of the digital transformation of society [9, 12]. 6G c
cation technology provisions the connection with ever
integrating various technologies and applications. It
ports holographic, haptic, and underwater technologie
strengthen the Internet of Everything such as the Inter
dustrial Things, Internet of Medical Things, Internet
Things, etc. [7, 8, 13]. Therefore, the 6G communica
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nology can fulfill its promises with the help of advanced AI.
Table 1 elucidates our papers with the existing literature.
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tgiri [1, 2] focus on the obstacles, opportunities,
of the 6G communication network. Our research
focuses on the descriptive analysis of the 6G

n network. We have found similar scopes for the
lthcare system implementing the AI constraints
are system. Chen et al. [20] also illustrates the
dvancement of smart networking systems. Ali et

et al. [13] concentrate on the different layers of
stems. In contrast, our research article discloses
scopes such as quantum machine learning, deep
k box techniques to support the high configura-
g system. We have also found a valuable aspect

r article with [21, 22] is that the 6G network will
ended on the cloud, and the whole networking
ould be deployed and maintained by the server-

tem. Both the papers [9, 23] emphasize the ma-
features integrating with the intelligent network.
and, our research focuses on the whole life cy-

ficial intelligence process. It also describes the
uilding and monitoring intelligent data products.
one extensive security research and privacy con-
pared to the articles [24, 25]. Our research article

tworking systems’ security, scarcity, and privacy
th the proper implementation of advanced artifi-
e techniques. The intelligent network requires a
twork connection to make the data transfer rate

is organized as follows- Section 2 explores the
gies of 6G communications as preliminaries of
oreover, Section 3 establishes a relationship be-
rnet of Everything with 6G communication. Sec-
es the transition from smart technology to intel-
gy. Thus, Section 5 envisions the AI-driven 6G

n. In addition, Section 6 and Section 7 envision
act of machine learning and Deep Learning in
ation. Also, Section 8 and Section 9 exhibit the
lities of UAV and Autonomous Vehicles in AI-
munication. Moreover, Section 10 and Section

e role of AI-driven 6G communication in Data
Artificial Robots. Section 12 discusses security,
rivacy in AI-driven 6G communication. Finally,
cludes the article.

echnologies

nication is all about sixth-sense communication.
e-dimensional technology, particularly time, space,
. 6G will truly be an artificial intelligence-driven
n. The necessities of 6G communication inno-
h information rate (≥ 1 Tbps), high working re-
THz), low start to finish delay (≤ 1ms), unwa-
ality (10-9), high portability (≥1000 km/h) and
300µm [1, 2]. Additionally, holographic com-

d increased augmented simulation will help in-
rk communication systems. 6G will offer the 3D

puting, and blockchain [4]. The 6G communication
tion will be omnipresent and incorporated. 6G will giv
and more extensive inclusion through gadget to gadg
orbit low-earth orbit (LEO), and satellite communica
6G plans to combine calculation, route, and detecti
communication organization. In the space of safety
cover security, secrecy, and protection of the enormo
mation created by billions of intelligent gadgets. T
be a change from smart gadgets to intelligent gadge
ligent gadgets need high-speed communication with
The critical necessities of 6G communication are 1 TH
ing frequency, 1 Tbps data rate, 300 µm frequency, and
versatility range [1, 10]. The 6G design is 3D with tim
and frequency. The end-to-end delay, radio-only delay
cessing delays are ≤ 1ms, ≤ 10ns, and ≤ 10ns for
munication [5]. 6G communication technology is an
intelligence-driven communication, and henceforth, it
broad mobile bandwidth and low latency (MBBLL)
broad bandwidth machine type (mBBMT), massive lo
machine type (mLLMT) [27]. Bi et. al. focuses on t
on 6G communication [28]. Letaief et. al. provid
on Artificial Intelligence in 6G communication [29].
al. focuses on further-enhanced mobile broadband (
extremely reliable and low-latency communications (
ultra-massive machine-type communications (umMT
distance and high-mobility communications (LDHMC
tremely low-power communication [30].

2.1. Quality of Services
In a specific network area, the quality of service

the service’s overall performance provided by 6G com
tion technology. Quality of Service (QoS) in 6G com
tion is AI-driven. AI assists 6G communication to pro
QoS, and the service incorporates high data rates, ultr
low-latency communication (URLLC), further-improv
broadband, ultra-enormous machine-type interchang
distance and high-mobility communications, and extre
power interchanges [2, 10]. Additionally, Quality of
incorporates versatile, expansive transmission capacity
idleness [5, 20]. Most of the QoS in 6G communic
pends on the AI; for instance, AI-based physical layer
Quality of Service is progressively significant as org
execution necessities adjust to the developing numbe
viduals utilizing them. The most recent online applica
administrations require tremendous measures of tran
capacity and organization execution, and clients req
offer superior consistency. This issue could be kept u
immense measure of similarity force of the 6G comm
technology. Therefore, associations need to send strat
innovations that ensure the ideal assistance. Quality o
is likewise getting progressively significant as the IoT
development. In the assembling area, machines presen
ence organizations to give continuous notices on any
issues [12]. Subsequently, any postponement in rec
the issue could cause profoundly expensive slip-ups.
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Comparison of existing review articles and our article on both 6G and AI communication technology.
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r Features Our article
0 The main focus of this research is to demonstrate the obsta-

cles and optimization of the 6G communication network in a
broadway

The primary focus of this article is to illustrate the scopes an
ties that will be envisioned to be implemented in the 6G com
era.

0 In this paper, the application of 6G communication technology
has been discussed, and also the potential uses of those appli-
cations are also mentioned elaborately

Our article describes the potential uses of descriptive an
communication technology.

0 The main pivot point of this research article is to exemplify the
healthcare system by the advanced communication networking
system

In this article, we focus on the potential healthcare sys
tract the smart technological system product and the intellig
ecosystem.

0 The paper is the backbone of the 6g networking system, which
implies the machine learning field. Also, the research indicates
every possible solution which will be done by machine learn-
ing with a fast and efficient networking system

Our research article focuses on the whole artificial intel
where we have a wide deliberation such as Deep Learning
ment Learning, Data Science, and also Quantum Machine

0 The paper featured the main use cases of deep reinforcement
learning in the 6g communication era and also disclosed the
networking constraints of 6g communication technology

In our article, we featured deep neural learning, advanced a
ral network, federated learning, and black box technique
the potential application 6g communication network.

0 The article decorates the wireless communication system and
the advanced wireless communication networking system.
Also, the article brought out that the wireless communication
technology will be entirely dependent on the cloud infrastruc-
ture

Our research article also indicates almost the same point
discovered the wide potential range of 6g communication
network.

9 This research article encapsulates the power of quantum com-
puting and the potential energy of the quantum sources, which
will boost the machine learning algorithm efficiency

Our research article mainly discloses how to use quantum
in the application of machine learning and artificial intel
Also, we have found out that quantum computing also aid
ically setup of networking system and use quantum powe
the leads automatically.

0 The research article shows an elaborate idea of how the AI will
empower the 6g communication networking system

Our research article focuses on the same issues and disclos
processing life cycle of the artificial intelligence field.

8 The research focuses on machine learning applications in ev-
ery step of networking topology. The main focus is to enrich
networking systems with the effectiveness of machine learning

We focus comprehensive research on the artificial intellig
building and maintenance of those corresponding use case

0 The article illustrates deep learning techniques, a subset of ma-
chine learning and networking flexibility. It also features the
decentralized data science methods in-depth

The 6G and AI research article brings all the data science
one platform. The main parts of the data science issue
broadly discussed and compared with the advanced networ

0 The paper focuses on the intelligent vehicles empowered by ar-
tificial intelligence and the security measures of the networking
system

Our research article focuses on the security, scarcity, and
straints of networking systems with the proper implemen
vanced artificial intelligence techniques and algorithms. T
network requires a low latency network connection to m
transfer rate faster.

powers the information stream to take the need in
n and guarantees that the data streams as fast as

cted. Urban communities are loaded with intelli-
at are imperative to running the enormous scope
ertakings structures.

f Experiences
ty of Experiences (QoE) defines a high Quality
oS) and client-driven communications with AI-
es. QoE will be accomplished by holographic
ns, augmented reality, virtual reality, and mate-
hich requires a high information rate with amaz-

tness [6, 8]. Thus, it requires AI to integrate with
ation to provide higher QoE for users. Addition-
f Experience is required to be progressive in keen
gadgets, canny human services, intelligent au-

many more. A high QoE can be accomplished if
le to deliver all its promises [12]. 6G will ensure
experience, and thus, it will help the educational
port the high quality of service experience. Na-
ment is the proportion of a client’s general degree

of fulfillment with help from the client’s viewpoint.
accepting the abstract encounters of the help client,
ery one of their intricacies and human-subordinate fa
the physical, fleeting, user-friendly, and financial com
The embodiment of deciding Quality of Experience in
case depends less on the volume or extent of what is
timated and changed into measurements [31]. It is fai
knowing which help boundaries are fundamental com
in client fulfillment and estimating them from the poin
as near the client’s discernment as expected. Hence,
organizations need to know their client’s Quality of Ex
continuously to have the option to improve their admin
on the fly.

2.3. Quality of Lives

Quality of Lives (QOL) can be improved using Q
Services(QoS) and Quality of Experience(QoE). 6G
tion will empower high Quality of Lives utilizing c
cation innovation [2]. A high QoE can be accomplish
all ideal boundaries are carried out by 6G innovatio

3
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s a high information rate with very low idleness
ation will be genuinely simulated intelligence-
nication innovation, and hence, we will prove

ustments in our ways of life, social orders, and
It is impossible to provide high QoS, QoE, and

AI in 6G communication technology. Addition-
ises to give five senses communication to give

f Experience. All analog gadgets will be changed
adgets in the period of 6G [4]. With the appear-
ted intelligence alongside versatile communica-
rove numerous advances from brilliant things to
From 2030 and forward, the Internet of Things
ful and will be supplanted by the Internet of Ev-
rtphones (towards intelligent phones) will super-
entional cell phone. Intelligent gadgets will be
igence-driven gadgets that can interface with the
ently, the smart gadget will want to anticipate,

oice, and offer their involvement in other smart
This assistance is fundamental in Quality of Life
cutting edge way of life.

Everything

is digital era, the Internet has become part and
ives. The main focus of high-level sensing is cap-
ptured data are converted to digital data, stored

he, and transmitted to remote locations in real-
In some cases, digital data are further converted
transmitted to other devices for processing [21].
rk can create a revolution in the communication
d allow us to range our all essentials in one place
entation of 6G communication technology. The

erything is a wide idea that objectives to provide
Internet of Things arrangements. It is an objec-
of the decentralized frameworks and empower-

zed change. Internet of Everything (IoE) innova-
hought of for upgrading the IoT business results.
e Internet of Things innovation is drawn closer
iewpoints like detecting effectiveness, associat-

ommunication interfaces, and gadget-created in-
ese limitations are investigated and put away to
ycles and engage the expected issues in IoT. IOE
ects to give a more extensive idea to the equiv-

ernet of Everything is the following phase of in-
e Internet of things, and the two of them are a

follows the hyper-associated appropriated frame-
usly, which is the central innovation in measure

d [32]. The worthy goal of the IoE innovation is
nge of gathered data into significant information-
es that can be handily consumed by the internet
ication improvement company. IoE applications
mputerized sensor devices/interfaces utilized for
uses to more astute and all-around associated in-
es, modern AI frameworks, and different sorts of
pment that have as of late become more insightful

openings.

4. Transition from smart to intelligent

The IOE will be keen; in this manner, 6G will lik
insightful. Therefore, all smart gadgets will change i
ligent gadgets, and these wise gadgets will be AI-dr
gets [8, 13]. In this manner, the intelligent gadget
the option to foresee, settle on a choice, and offer thei
ment in other intelligent gadgets [26]. Along these lin
is a change in perspective from brilliant to savvy tim
ing 6G communication innovation and AI. Multi-dim
plan innovation is utilized to create an overly valuable
our industry. It uses electronic and edges scientific to
best answer for the clients. Holographic user inter
veyed in the climate of the 6G remote systems admi
framework to screen the item. Remote multi-street
ity is utilized in communication among components an
6G will be the seamless communication for the huma
terface through the simulated intelligence interface.
Driven Administrations (HDA) that require targets as
to crude rate-dependability dormancy measurements
namic structure components can be joined with the fo
Internet of Things, and circulated characters will dep
the help of 6G communication technology. Brillian
ing and inserted knowledge would use to engage th
Stem investigation would be sent in the calculated
Multi-object Internet of Things and edge logic is like
lized for appropriate setting mindful structure. A un
formation examination device can anticipate the futu
of a business. Enormous information can be control
tionally through the high availability of the 6G comm
network—holographic communication the virtual tou
other customer, maybe a human or a robot. Materia
quires quick communication and URLLC to get the
constantly [24]. This development will be used for re
erations with the advanced 6G communication techn
will similarly help experts for examination using con
out being present. Haptic Human-PC communication
characterized into three sorts; specifically, work region
and wearable [22]. In the work region, the inaccessib
will have the alternative to use a virtual contraption
ation or finding. The contraption to give request ha
screen, for instance, a compact or tablet. As moving
on the screen, the robot can be furnished a request to
with the patient. For instance, in wearable devices,
glove is used by distant subject matter experts. Ma
vancement will in like manner help in giving human
trations during cataclysm time [25]. Expanded Rea
helps with including virtual to real things. Likewise,
ten together with various material limits, for instanc
visual, haptic, etc. AR moreover gives nonstop affili
presents 3D pictures of virtual and real things [26]. Au
reality supports delivering a creative or virtual presen

4
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nothing is certifiable. It will require high data rates to give the
incredible nature of the organization.
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ered 6G

nication technology will use edge computing with
igence that brings the server closer to the users

[23]. Next-generation technology will witness
f differences in both operational technology and
d communications technology.

ecification

rk platform customized for the highly specialized
ay carry their IP addresses and network typolo-
eeding any modifications to the customer data
. The isolation offered by the Windows Network
(WNV) policy makes it possible for a Hyper-V
irtual machines with the same IP scheme [12].
network technology will bring massive growth

s. There is a challenge to the proliferation of web
accompanying explosion of growth in data ex-
nsformed the way we interact with the web, our
each other. The adoption of web services and the
iness and technology models behind them is at
rly all significant advances in the last decade. But
ption of these technologies is not linear. While

services came online in the late 1990s, it took
e before they became mainstream. The growth
s and web-based applications is accelerating, fu-
sed connectivity, better quality web content, and
of mobile devices. Web services already support
ts of the digital economy, and the future will see
come to life as new and powerful applications
hosting companies, this is a huge benefit. They
cy rules to separate virtual machines from clients
that clients connect with their workloads using

dress set as they do on their local network. Short
mes and relatively high reliability are the obvi-
s of providing a fully integrated and tested system
because a massive series of tests are placed into
nt to ensure that it works with any other compo-
ctly, ends up with an appliance of the enterprise-
like a data center in a box. So the 6G communi-
will profoundly impact hyper specification.

pable

al term used to describe this approach was ’hyper-
ology. It began life as a response to replacing

infrastructure with technology that could transfer
speeds. The term emerged in the 1990s when the
ed was the primary driver, and the term was de-

signify that the network was both fast and capa-
ng more data than ever before. The development
ble network technologies has come to encompass
ntal changes to network protocols and how net-
isioned. These advances are driven by the needs

massive expansion across all dimensions using Terahe
trum [22]. The change of address breaks current co
interrupts the services running on the virtual machin
the support of Hyper Network Virtualization (HNV),
possible to migrate virtual machines to various sub-
lively basis [21]. Hyper Network Virtualization guara
the location of a live migrated virtual machine is upd
synchronized between hosts with ongoing contact wit
grated virtual machine. Concerning the technologies
live virtual machine migration, there are no improvem
Without needing a modification to the network topo
tual machines may be transferred to various virtual su
premises [23]. It is simple for hosting providers to m
tomer virtual machines to different data centers witho
time in case of any maintenance operation at one of th
sites and allow customers to access virtual machine
any service interruption. So the capability will be h
creased in 6G communication technology.

5.3. Hyper Sensing
Hyper sensing is a new paradigm for wireless netw

the nodes are equipped with several high-gain radio
The radio is designed for one use only with the curr
ing technology. Thus, its power consumption is very h
pared with that of the human body. On the other hand,
less sensors used to detect human movement or vital
usually designed for long life cycles. As a typical ap
healthcare is the most popular application of wireless
Healthcare applications include health monitoring fo
and staff and/or patients’ information retrieval. The se
frequently placed in the body to measure a patient’s v
including heart rate, temperature, and blood pressure.
applications, the sensors need to operate for many
high gain antenna means that the power consumption i
many times of a conventional antenna while the gain
tained. So that, with the same transmitter power, th
can receive more signals. 6G communication makes it
augment humans and machines. Where it could take m
configure and deploy a conventional solution focuse
chasing parts, a hyper-converged framework can be
in weeks and sometimes even in days [22]. So mu
is put into the component inter-operation. Because
agement processes surrounding the solutions are spec
around them, much of the difficulty that usually allow
center to be handled and ensured is removed [24]. Se
hyperspectral line-scanning cameras that capture refle
through an image slice [8]. One row of spatial pixe
lected per frame as motion occurs, with every pixel c
complete spectral data. It is possible to achieve motio
ways: either as an airborne deployment or by applying
force [12]. A third choice is also available where pan-a
rotating phases allow a hyperspectral sensor at a fixed
to search for stationary object detection [12]. Thus
sensing is very much dependent on the fast and flex
the network. The large-scale industrial revolution w
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great impact through 6G network technology [21]. The radical
growth of technology will bring a whirl in the upcoming future
technology wi
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th the foremost networking system.

earning with 6G

earning is becoming more popular due to its di-
ions and capabilities. Machine Learning mod-
ter programs used to learn the characteristics of
an explicit mathematical model. These models
sks such as classification, regression, and inter-
intelligent agent with an environment. When a
zes the features of a system, known as a qualified
t can learn the features of a system [21]. Per-
effectively using some simple arithmetic calcu-
development is conceivable due to the accessi-
g-edge machine learning models, massive data
computing power [6, 23]. ML can be deployed

nfigured infrastructure with broad network flexi-
-time processing data. The prominent variant of
ing such as supervised, unsupervised, and rein-
ning can be equally integrated with 6G.
earning (ML) is used for society and social ben-
elp to process the last amount of metadata with
s and less computational power. Machine Learn-
ess an enormous amount of data and predict cer-
s. The capacity of machine learning is immeasur-
cts of machine learning compatible with the 6G
n technology are also huge in each area, which
days would do a lot of tasks [4]. Diverse tech-

ng applied in artificial intelligence and machine
that affects our daily lives. So, ensuring that the

of advanced technology like Machine Learning
idered to build a centered ecosystem. Businesses
r advanced software to help them evaluate data
er decisions. Business intelligence (BI) software
ont of these efforts. The goal of BI is to get the
ion to the right people at the right time. 6G pro-
intelligence to allow autonomous operations and
hance market results [21].

d Learning

sed learning, the model learns from known data.
t for half of the route stage is determined by ex-
eviously accessible data source arrangement com-
associated expected performance [6, 9]. The ideal
the supervised ML is a scenario in which the true
on of the input and output parameters is available,
xtracted from the knowledge of the available do-

cients of the precipitation methods are learned in
rning by exploiting the previously available set
ed with their desired outputs. As a scenario in
e joint distribution of input and output parame-
le, the ideal application of supervised machine
e pronounced. For transceiver communications,

pervised learning applications are not limited to the
layer, it has several common networks, application,
and other layer applications. Thus 6G could affect t
vised learning process.

6.2. Unsupervised and Semi-supervised Learning

In unsupervised learning, there are no feature na
the model discovers how to cluster related information
In the 6G communication network, the set of availa
data samples is used in unsupervised learning to train
tem, although no previous knowledge on the desired s
sponse is available. Unsupervised learning can presu
applied to perform the broad range of tasks related
clustering, extraction of features, classification of feat
tribution estimation, and generation of distribution-spe
ples. In highly complex vehicular communications s
where less coherence time restricts the time availab
physical layer [13]. 6G will be deployed on a large sca
the complex decision-making. Subsequently, differen
implementations of unsupervised and semi-supervised
for grouping, pairing, node clustering, or points for th
allocation of network resources occur at the higher lay
networking system.

In semi-supervised learning, a small amount of a
training data is available. At the same time, most of
is unlabeled, whereas, in unsupervised learning, no a
training data is available [6]— the real-time data re
high-frequency network like 6G. A limited quantity
tated training data in semi-supervised learning is ope
much of the knowledge is unlabelled. Model-based
usually optimizes performance indexes with high comp
efficiency across accessible target functions. Semi-su
learning will find its way to support the channel equ
and monitoring activities [13]. Thus 6G will help unsu
learning to become more intelligent.

6.3. Reinforcement Learning

In reinforcement learning, the operator connects
situation and discovers how to plan for any contributi
activity [24]. With the implication of 6G telecomm
technology, the network has become more intelligen
vanced. Reinforcement Learning uses several agents. T
can partner with each service station on the cellular n
help in learning the best programming parameters to
the quality of service on the network [10, 9, 33]. This t
of learning may be identified as a balance between su
and unsupervised learning, where indirect control is
by the previous knowledge of the optimal performan
system [21]. The agent aims to enhance the accumu
ward in the long term. As a reinforcement learning
many wireless issues such as resource allocation can b
lated [21]. Various deep reinforcement learning arch
can be used to solve several problems on wireless n
and in this process, 6G would fabricate the networkin
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It is possible to evaluate the machine learning algorithm
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raints directly influence the decision-making paradigm.
rning algorithms can be applied to applications
umber of previous training data available [23].
methods, in which the data is manually collected,
en processed by batch, typically face the limita-
l data available. The advanced machine learning
uld use to empower the 6G network. Quantum
ing will also play a crucial role in the implemen-
mmunication [13, 11]. Quantum ML uses cogni-
telligence and Edge AI. It is expected that quan-

learning will provide high accuracy in real-time

ning with 6G

or of the deep learning system would be affected
elligent communication system. Deep Learning
Machine Learning in artificial intelligence that
ith unsupervised data. Deep Learning is a com-

th supervised and/or unsupervised learning. Au-
g features allow a system to learn complex func-
slate the input to the output directly from data
ls of abstraction, without relying exclusively on
features [20]. Deep learning has been explored

nomaly, and fault diagnosis, intrusion detection
, network configuration, and optimization [23].
ation technology aid the system to collect and
ta in a real-time scenario.

Neural Network (ANN)

al Neural network is a biologically inspired data
ucture that is designed to learn different opera-
observed data [6]. Artificial Neural Network(ANN)
most efficient deep learning algorithms. ANN
n-like architecture to threat enables several tech-
the vast amount of data. The high computation
network and the interconnected network can re-
eural level operation [34]. From several layers,
ork is formed[24]. The multiple underlying lay-
dressed as multi-layer perception. The neurons
insignificant in one layer. These nodes have a

tivation function [20, 12]. The neuron of ANN
nitive intelligence to compute its complexity. The
e interconnections in an ANN is important [13].
ation of the operations of an ANN implies its

large amount of data to successfully deal with
n input data sample [24].

ral Network (DNN)

neural network is a special artificial neuron sys-
f classification and generalization. We can con-
rning as a generalization of a human in the sense
everal layers of human neurons [13]. And just as

model that can identify similar images and classify th
the human brain, a deep neural network uses an artifi
sory input, a vector. We provide this input as a matrix
input layer or also the hidden layer; that’s why deep
is also called a deep neural network. This is why de
ing can learn very complex things like images or cha
speech, whereas a linear classifier can only learn lin
sifications. The deep networking will fasten the 6G
communication system. With the help of advanced net
we can also rebuild neural networks to accelerate the
making process.

7.3. Federated Learning in 6G

Federated Learning (FL) is a collaborative machi
ing approach that allows models to be distributed am
entities involved in a learning task without necessari
ing about each other. It provides machine learning m
be jointly trained in parallel without directly sharing
municating the model parameters. Instead, each ent
a local model based on local data and sends model pa
back to the federation server for the final model updat
is then used to train the federated ensemble. The FL
is conceptually similar to federated learning in that all
model parameters are divided and distributed between
ties. Still, the main difference is that training is only p
locally instead of locally and centrally. There have be
attempts at federated learning in the past; however, th
either not adopted or could not scale up due to data pri
cerns and the sheer computational load of training. 6
devoted to self-learning and will make smart decision
life easier.

The federated learning technique has the benefit
tating the learning process by decreasing the required
independently calming the state of the training data. F
learning and Inferring learning would be deployed to
network more cognitive. Federated learning is a mach
ing technique in which an algorithm is trained throug
decentralized edge devices or servers holding local d
ples without them being exchanged. A decentralize
allows AI algorithms to obtain knowledge from div
stored across multiple sites.

A fundamental paradigm transition towards intellig
smartness and intelligence radio environments is sup
be encountered by today’s wireless communication
[12, 35]. The important point about deep learning fun
such communication networks is not whether it will
tegral part of the future networks but rather when and
inclusion can be activated. Deep Learning would b
supplement the processing methods for estimating an
ing detailed information on sequential blocks as an en
solution [36, 37]. Knowing how to perceive symptom
cial cases, which decision to make next, and which int
to have all comes down to the experience. Federated
enables AI algorithms to gain experience from a wide
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data located at various positions. The strategy allows many or-
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itical clinical data directly with each other [13].
ning decentralizes deep learning by eliminating
ol data into a single location. The model instead
arious sites in multiple iterations. To ensure that
kept secure, federated learning also needs care-

ation [20]. But it can solve some of the problems
s that enable sensitive epidemiological records to
The various platforms that are part of the learn-
ach have a copy of the model on the computer
learning system. The individual devices use the
ata to train their copy of the model. Then the pa-
hts from the individual models are sent to a mas-
or server, which aggregates the parameters and
obal model. It is then possible to replicate this
until a desired degree of consistency is obtained

x

box algorithm, also known as the deep learning
a type of advanced machine learning method in
to the training data, or ”black box,” is prevented
ers [39]. The hidden constrain of the black box
s on the high specificity of the network where
ation technology can put footprint. Exclusively,
f the training process is observed instead of at-
ure out the internal processes of the learning al-

practical example, a trained black box is usually
omputers and/or smartphones for making deci-
ctions without the ability to understand how it
hese predictions are usually used in a real-world

makes the process inherently unpredictable as
ledge of the environment in which it operates.

chine learning algorithms are beneficial for a va-
es, such as predicting the future financial behav-

tor, identifying fraudulent activity on the Internet,
stems for data mining. The black box algorithm
only applied to a classifier with an unknown in-
ism. A black box classifier is trained on a set of
presented with new training data. The training

reate the model is called a training set. The pro-
more sophisticated with the help of the advanced
igence-enabled 6G communication network.

6G

UAVs (UAVs) can be interpreted as tiny drones,
t drones, or aircraft that can be pre-programmed
sks and remotely controlled. Military, surveil-
nd rescue, and more critical tasks require cogni-

ce networks to participate correctly, and 6G will
riving force of these technologies. This kind of
ill identify fires, accidents, traffic, etc., with the
stantly educating the police. The police can also
es to spray poison gas and control the crowd [1].

This technology will be used for 6G, which enables no
communications [7]. At this point, when the user e
(UE) moves to start with a cell and then to the next, the
the client must move to the next cell [9]. Through th
nation of artificial intelligence and 6G communication
easily make our drones smarter. Smart robots will be
with Drone-to-Drone and Drone-to-Infrastructures for
nication and will be able to share their knowledge an
faster online data transfer [1, 26].

For example, swarm drones are used for specific
operations. Additionally, drones can be deployed to
border activities in real-time via ultra-high definitio
video streams to monitor border activities using 6G
nications—for instance, Drone as Cop or Drone Sur
on the border of two countries. The most advanced
nication networks will connect all possible devices on
for collaboration. The entire 6G network needs an i
cloud to help artificial intelligence make its own decis
main classification of drones is height and type, amo
the high communication capabilities of 6G technology
a vital role. We also envision high-quality service a
quality life. Nayak and Patgiri also saw some pot
implementing 6G in closed-circuit video cameras (CC
Currently, CCTV is used for security and observatio
makes us very safe, and CCTV is also used as an
in court in many countries. CCTV is ineffective in d
ing many things and distinguishing the mentioned dan
With the advancement of lightweight shopping dron
ing the cost of increasingly modern aircraft, and the p
explosive growth of these drones has resulted in a s
increase in airborne photography and camera applica
tomatically elevated frames have become the norm. S
from review and observation for commercial reasons.

UAV is an expression of an Unmanned Aerial Ve
aircraft without a pilot. The UAV can be a remote-c
aircraft that a pilot flies at a ground control station, or
erate independently according to a pre-programmed fl
or a more complex dynamic automation system [40]
are currently used for various missions, including r
sance and attack missions. In some examples, the
UAV has been applied to the unmanned aerial vehic
[31]. Reflects the fact that these complex systems requ
stations and other items in addition to the actual airc
term Unmanned Aerial Vehicle was officially change
manned Aircraft System to reflect the fact that, in ad
the actual aircraft, these complex systems also contai
stations and other component references [31]. In a w
of temporary social gatherings, military operations, a
ter situations, drones have recently become a rapidly d
in-flight wireless access platform for secure commu
and are expected to become future candidates. The
vances in drone technology enable wireless applicatio
velop low-cost, durable, and miniaturized drones [41
unmanned aerial systems are generally classified as
tude platforms and low altitude platforms (LAP) base
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size and operational range. LAP can work in a height range
of up to several hundred meters. The drone is likely to stay
in an intermed
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iate position throughout the process rather than
sition. However, the spatial phase of the drone’s
e likely to be uniform. With advanced network
will combine drone technology to be fully func-

Vehicle with 6G

, we can evidence automatic vehicles with the
logy, for instance, self-driving cars. The intel-
will upgrade fuel utilization, course, and work

use 6G communication innovation can give con-
es and insightful vehicles are more conservative
tion to foresee future and improve the issue fi-
. We can use the computer vision algorithm to
ectivity with all the components. 6G will investi-
range access, and it will rely upon AI for carrying
ing calculation duty to give cutting-edge admin-
the more interactive neural network connection,
e work intelligently, and they can communicate
er for data sharing through 6G communication
re two categories of automated vehicles, partic-
mous Vehicles (AV) and Connected Automated
).

ous Vehicles

mous car is a machine that relies entirely on its
rs to perform vehicle control functions and main-
l awareness. The autonomous motor is a device
lmost no human interaction; it can perceive its
nd move safely. Autonomous vehicles integrate

sors to explain their environments, such as radar,
d inertial measurement units. Advanced control

interpret sensory information to distinguish be-
iate navigation routes and appropriate obstacles
]. In the case of autonomous vehicles, the search

of autonomous vehicles is the main objective of
rovement, or expansion [21]. There is no ques-

nomous vehicles are safer than those driven by
. Mechanical failures cause the remaining 10%
nd unsafe road conditions, which are currently
ntrol [24]. The vast majority of car accidents are
utright misconduct. These safety features will

man-controlled cars safer before the number of
rs on the road exceeds them.

d Automated Vehicles

ed self-driving car is a vehicle that can recog-
ipped vehicles nearby. It was also aware of the
es of the surrounding infrastructure, such as in-
curves. Among the most extensively researched

novations are connected to vehicle technologies
action of what is being built for the future is the
hnologies currently available. Technologies for

cepts, benefits, and challenges of this emerging field
autonomous vehicle in which a driver is not needed
to carry passengers. Although, there are many connec
cles on our roads already [31]. Connected vehicle tech
allow vehicles to connect with the surrounding infra
Many people would be familiar with connected veh
nology already. Various systems cooperate with each
control autonomous vehicles. Radar sensors scattered
out the car monitor, the location of nearby vehicles, [
camera detects traffic lights, reads traffic signs, and tra
vehicles while paying attention to pedestrians and oth
cles. Light Range and Detection Sensor (LDRS) hel
the position of cars and other vehicles when parking.
tral computer analyzes all the data from various senso
nipulate steering, acceleration, and braking. Moreove
nected automated vehicle system maintains Vehicle-t
(V2V), Vehicle to Infrastructure (V2I), and a foremo
This technology is used for vehicle safety and for impr
hicle efficiency and travel time. 6G communication te
aims to connect the entire network through a fast clo
internet connection to facilitate network connectivity.
work will be smart enough to learn from past experie
With the help of artificial neural networks, machine
algorithms, and deep learning, we can make machi
efficient and useful. Analog intelligence will be fully
ened in 6G computerization [12]. The automotive indu
the verge of progress, and manufacturers are looking t
vehicles that will improve the driving experience for
tomers. 6G communication network would eventuall
the creation and introduction of the connected car.
moment the car door is opened to the time it pulls
final destination, the connected features of the vehic
allow the driver and passenger to have a radically diff
perience, making many of the current pain points o
thing of the past.

10. Data Science and 6G

Data Science itself is an essential part of artifici
gence. It can examine valuable inside information
dataset and predict future issues. AI technology ope
possibility of end-to-end optimization of a complete
ence lifestyle through the powerful network faciliti
[40].

10.1. Descriptive Data Analysis
Descriptive data analysis finds out the “What”

from data. It deals with the cleaning, relating, sum
and visualization of the data. These constraints can
solved with minimum time complexity with the forem
nectivity. The concept of using analytical techniques t
or summarize a collection of data is descriptive anal
scriptive analysis is recognized as one of the major
data analysis to produce accessible insights from othe
interpreted data. The descriptive analysis does not try
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estimates, unlike other forms of data analysis. Instead of ma-
nipulating ways that make it more relevant, it draws insights
solely from pa
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st results [25].

tic Data Analysis

Data Analysis reveals valuable information, such
position, data discovery, data mining, collection,
Connecting to a smart grid system can drastically
rket’s growth. Diagnostic analytics are typically
ng data exploration, drill-down, data mining, and

nalysts classify the data sources in the discov-
at will help them interpret the findings. Drilling
oncentrating on a particular aspect of the details
idget.

tive Data Analysis

e data analysis defines the process of predicting
e of data. AI-enabled 6G technology will bridge
historical data and predict the most crucial in-

time. With the help of artificial intelligence, we
mplementary model and accurate business intel-
n a deep network environment. One of the ways
owledge from our information and make it work
ostic analytics. There are numerous ways of ad-
questions, so reflect on which questions are the
t for any organization.

ve Data Analysis

n seen that AI had brought the world into our
rm of a tiny device, i.e., a mobile phone. Proper
ial intelligence in a well-established environment

ata that would be more accurate. Model opti-
refining the model would be much easier in 6G
n network technology. The use of statistics and
ssess future output based on current and histori-
n is represented in predictive analytic [40]. With
egree of accuracy, predictive analytic technology
otential insights. Any company can now use past
ta to accurately forecast patterns and behaviors in
days, or years into the future with the help of ad-
tive analytic software and models. Predictive an-
m of data analytic focused on historical data and
iques such as machine learning to make predic-
ture results [31]. The data-driven network archi-
6G communication technology will focus espe-
onnectivity, and the availability of the data [11].
erive how the 6G and AI will encourage every

re economical model with its intelligent power.

Robots with 6G

anced artificial intelligence algorithms will spark
n the short term. Humans can interact directly

to complete tasks accurately. Due to the emer-
cial intelligence and communication technology,
ts will become more intelligent [11]. Robots and

nodes will control heavy calculations to provide spo
responses. 6G has high-density communication capabi
will be able to manage a large number of robots, an
[42]. Agree, we can say that the 6G communication
will use AI-based wireless communication networks,
[10] and quantum machine learning in embedded sys
Although all these limitations are now in the researc
is clear that 6G communication technology will beco
prominent in the near future. More aspects can be co
in the field of robot automation with 6G communicat
nology.

11.1. Robots with Emotional Intelligence

The main obstacle to artificial intelligence is lea
human brain’s infrastructure. Deep neural networks
to decompose large amounts of data like neurons and
to calculate future results [41]. Robots strive to rece
advanced duties. One of these jobs, and certainly o
most difficult, is to achieve meaningful human interac
It takes a lot of interconnected, well-orchestrated tech
to create socially adept robots that can become our ca
tutors, assistants, and companions. Lightweight, powe
customized applications can make a big difference a
the robot to achieve a human-robot interaction when
to the user interface. Since they were not user-friend
complex and sophisticated machines on the market fa
realistic, intuitive interaction, any robot that is in direc
with people should be programmed [10].

11.2. Industrial Robots

With the help of the interconnected intelligent net
whole industry can be automated with artificial intellig
The potential use of intelligent networks and smart dev
made it possible in recent years. Moreover, the robots
their data without any human interaction. It demand
less communication channel for ongoing examinatio
tivity arranging [11]. New robotics techniques are
to artificial intelligence. The emphasis is on develop
tions that combine hardware and software, conductin
tions with incredible speed, reliability, security, and
use machine learning and AI-guided functions effectiv
required to ensure maximum reliability and accuracy
Manufacturers use AI intelligence in the robotics in
assess the necessary timeline for delivering holistic ro
tenance. This allows clients to eliminate needless bre
and the related significant maintenance expenses [10]
ficiency of robots is improved by carrying out a detaile
of the data collected from their sensors. These involv
such as the consumption and movement of power. By
AI algorithm’s output, the robot’s program can be mo
real-time. Artificial robots are here to stay as the futur
ufacturing is poised on the cusp of a new industrial re
The rapid pace at which automated technology has
will continue to accelerate innovation in automation
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technologies, paving the way for entirely new and fascinating
forms of robotic technology, such as the autonomous, dynamic
machines of t
grow to appro
ket share by 2
will significan
cluding surgic
robots. The g
trillion dollars
grow to more
the logistics se
e-commerce b
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omorrow. The healthcare sector is expected to
ximately 30 percent of robots’ total global mar-
020. This rapid growth in the healthcare sector
tly increase the demand for various devices, in-
al-robotic systems, diagnostic robots, and mobile
lobal healthcare sector is expected to reach 1.7
in 2025. The logistics sector is also expected to
than 1.2 trillion dollars by 2025. The growth in
ctor is primarily driven by the rapidly increasing
usiness and the growth in the retail industry.

in Healthcare

et of Intelligent Medical Things (IIoMT) will help
rom the limitations of reality. For example, re-
an use remote surgery that requires fast commu-
rform prudent tasks, and experts can supervise
y through oral appointments, pleasant appoint-
te assistance [10]. Hospital to Home (H2H) will

o a portable medical clinic on an intelligent ve-
, which will rely on emergency clinics, including
sistants. This multi-functional medical clinic will
vantages of rescue vehicles, such as the gradual
of emergency laptops in clinics accidents and ar-
cene. Intelligent wearable devices (IWD) are as-
the Internet and can convey mental and physical

test methods and verify methods [24]. Health
s specifically to physicians and hospitals that ac-
sets of potentially life-saving data. This involves

eatment and their outcomes, survival rates, and
ollected through millions of patients, geograph-
d myriad health conditions that are often inter-
omputational power can detect and analyze large
patterns and even make predictions through ma-
to identify possible possibilities [10]. Robots

ustomer service in hotels and shopping spaces
hanks to artificial intelligence’s natural language
acity, they use AI to communicate with clients

erestingly, their capabilities are improved by pro-
t with individuals and customer service robots.
ts in the robotics industry are provided as open-
s systems with AI capabilities.

in Smart Cities

ntelligence will create services and observe key
y precisely. With the rapid management of the
connection, logistics scans will be monitored by
[10, 43]. Security and comfort are also key con-
development of smart cities. In addition, the in-

e significantly affected by cognitive intelligence.
s that Industry 4.0 has led the physical indus-
igital industry, and the industrial automation of

ure will connect everything from mobile devices,
robots [5]. It is assumed that artificial humans

nce and step forward in urban space. Experts

great as robots taking over the world. Robots will help
bat the world’s most challenging problems. Using al
we will better understand climate change and analyze
the oceans, rain forests, and atmosphere. For commun
need it, we can make arrangements for surplus food
to natural disasters, and so much more. Nobody thoug
sitions a few years ago, such as social media research
scientists, software developers, or mobile marketers,
they exist. Smart City Robotics implements a highly c
robotic system revolving around the new generation
mated Guided Vehicles (AGV) to implement this visio
long run, AI robots are more cost-effective, but the te
needs massive initial investment because of their co
Over time, as the need to create proprietary solutions
this technology will become cheaper for businesses. If
phisticated AI systems are implemented into robots, e
gins will decrease, and complex tasks with more accu
autonomy will be easier to execute. Therefore, we ca
size that a more flexible 6G network will push our
towards a fully automated industry. Robots can be use
come all the tasks that humans now solve. Robots wil
critical tasks with greater precision and reduce human

12. Security, Secrecy and Privacy

Generally, 6G can choose to transmit the highes
security. Adding the Internet of Everything to 6G an
ing new management, such as smart homes, emerge
ics, transportation, and smart grids, will promote the a
tioned security challenges [25]. In addition, quantum
nications will highlight the vital security needs of 6G.
bined AI will protect against adversarial attacks in 6G.
6G will provide physical layer security. Generally, 6G
lect the most crucial security level for transmission
cause of the terahertz (THz) [44]. The mystery and p
depend entirely on the 6G security offer [31]. In any c
sitive information requires the essential sense of myst
as the secret word for financial balances. Quantum c
phy can be used to unravel the mystery. In addition, p
is one of the main concerns of those who must take c
6G [45]. In particular, human services require the hi
gree of security assurance [42]. 6G will open up new
the coordination of comfort and safety 6G; includin
management, use cases, key performance indicators,
innovation, models, factory operations, existing difficu
tential repairs, openness, and exploration directions [3

6G’s top priority is creating value by meeting hum
Smart grids require low latency network connection
will allow faster data transfer speeds. 6G will run on
platform with more network flexibility. 6G will be bett
optimize cellular networks in terms of interfaces, hard
extensive data transmission and processing. Quick ex
in machine learning can allow each gadget to have a
tive that can be used positively or negatively. If viciou
have this ability, they must intentionally cause resist

11
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this point, it can be used in similar situations. The security of
the different devices that are overlaid underneath poses a secu-
rity risk [26].

13. Conclusio

With the a
cations will b
be integrated
communicatio
work will be
network archi
general intelli
superintelligen
abling techno
(QoS) and a h
ety into an AI
AI and 6G wi
user. Artificia
will combine t
nology.
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